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ABSTRACT

Suites emplaced in environments of extensional
tectonica are bimodal, characterized by the asso-
ciations gabbro-granite or alkali gabbro-syenite (or
vclcanic equivalents). Felsic differentiates are com-
monly calcium-poor and have hypersolvus minera-
logy, i.e., the alkali feldspars form by exsolution of
one primary feldspar. This textural evidence and
the common association with rhyolites and grano-
phyres in specific complexes examined suggest that
crystallization occurred at shallow levels, from melts
reiatively pmr in dissolved water. Field studies also
document the late appearance of subsolvus granites,
in which the two feldspars form discrete grains,
indicative of higher P(IIrO). We propose that a late
influx of water, possibly of meteoric origin, "soaked"
the cooling hypersolvus granite once crystallized,
inducing local near-complete fusion and remobiliza-
tion of the early granite. No reheating need be im-
plied as the "dry" solidus is even higher than the
"wet" liquidus. At lower temperatures, the influx
of water would be reflected in deuteric changes:
alteration of mafic mineral assemblages, precipita-
tioo of late albite, replacement of pre-existing feld-
spars by albite, and local increase in degree of order
of K-feldspar. The influence of surrounding supra-
crustal rocks is expressed by selective contaminations
in elements carried by the convecting fluid phase,
If the process occurs entirely below the "wef'soli-
dus of tle pertinent rocks, the protracted hydro-
thermal events can lead to economically valuable
concentrations of incompatible elements.
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Sorvnraernr

I*s suites ign6es typiques des zones de tectonique
d'extension sont bimodales, caract6ris6es par fasso-
ciation gabbro-granite ou gabbro alcalin-sy6nite (ou
6quivalents volcaniques). I-es unit6s diff6renci6es
sont apprauvries en calcium et possident une min6-
ralogie hypersolvus, i.e., I'es feldspaths alcalins sont
form6s par exsolution d'un feldspath primaire. Cet
indice textural et l'association commune avec rhyo-
lites et gtratrophyres soulignent que la cristalliza-
tion s'est d6roul6e i faibles profondeurs, i partir
d'un magma relativement sec. A un stage tardif de
l'6volution d'un complexe apparaissent des gtanites
subsolvus, dans lesquels les deux feldspaths forment
des grains s6par6s, ce qui indique des valeurs de
P(I{rO) plus grandes. Nous pensons que l'eau (m6-
t6orique ?) est enfi6e dans le systlme sec, celui qui
a donn6 les roches hypersolvus, et I'a humect6, ce
qui a caus6 fusion presque totale et remobilisation
des granites pr6coces. Un r6chauffage n'est pas
n6cessaire, vu que le solidus "sec" est plus 6lev6 en-
core que le liquidus *trempe". A des temp6ratures
plus basses, cette addition d'eau se traduirait par des
ihangements deut6riquesl alt6ration des min6raux
mafiques, pr6cipitation d'albite tardive' albitisation
do feldspaths pr6-existants, et augmentation du de-

916 d'ordre du feldspath potassigue. L'influence des
roches supracrustales environnantes s'exprime par
la contamination s6lective d'6l6ments apport6s par la
phase aqueuse en convection. Si ces 6v6nements se
passent entidrement au-dessous du solidus "trempe"
des roches diff6renci6es, les ph6nomdnes hydrother-
maux 6chelonn6s peuvent causer des concentratiotrs
importantes d'6l6ments fucompatibles.
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Modern igneous petrology has been under-
going a quiet revolution in recent years: what
has emerged as being of prime importance in dis-
cussions bearing on the origin and evolution of
terrestrial masmas is without doubt the question
of availability of water. Also of vital importance
is the evolutionary stage at which water becomes
available. Clearly, different petrogenetic effects
are to be expected in the two extreme cases, one
in which water is plentiful at the site of partial
melting, and the other in which water interacts
only at a later stage, during the emplacement
and cooling of an initially relatively dry magma.
For example, Kushiro (1972) ard Mysen &
Boettcher (1975) have stressed the importance
of having water available at the site of partial
melting of mantle peridotites to explain the pro-
duction of silica-oversaturated magmas. Th:
hydrous, relatively calclc and aluminous basic
liquids so formed appear to originate in the dis-
turbed upper-mantle environments located di-
rectly above dipping Ben:off zones of subduc-
tion; they can be considered parental to the oro-
genic (i.e., calc-alkaline) suites we find exposed
on the earth's surface in loci of crustal shorten-
ing.

It appears most unlikely that hydrous magmas
will ascend from a mantle source without freez-
ing (Cann 1970); nono of the primary wet liquids
formed in the mantle can be expected to be ex-
posed now in orogenic belts, except perhaps in
nascent island arc systems where oceanic crust
is thin and highly fractured. This suggests in
turn that the observed rocks in orogenic belts
have been derived by a complex of plocesses that
may have included fractionation of amphibole
and magnetite (Boettcher 1973) from primitive
basic liquids in the rnantle, and successive refu-
sions of magmatic precipitates at various levels
above the zone of original partial melting. Mar-
tin & Piwinskii (1976) have proposed that the
products of each freezing episode, as the mag-
ma crosses the 'owet" solidus, are subjected to an
on-going stream of hydrothermal fluids, largely
released from the downgoing slab of rnetabasaltic
oceanic crust. These fluids bring toward the sur-
face a complement of solutes, largely Na, K, Si,
,dl, that can be expected to interact with the hot,
crystalline products of "pressure"-quenched
melts. There results a gradual metasomatic trans-
formation of the hot plutonic rock into a bulk
composition progressively more enriched in fel-
sic constituents, and thus having a lower melting
point. As the ascending fluid phxe transfers
heat as well as mattero and because the composi-
tion of the partial melt is becoming more and
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more granitic as lower and lower pressures are
encountered '(Piwinskii 1973), we expect that the
magmas formed in this manner in the upper
crust will have been through the greatest num-
ber of these cycles, and will consequently be
more evolved and more water-rich (Martin &
Piwinskii 1,976). T\e ease with which water mi-
grates along intercrystalline paths and the slow
rates of diffusion of water through viscous melts
of dioritic, granodioritic, or granitic composi-
tion (Shaw 1974), combine to support the sug-
gestion that wet melts must freeze episodically
during their diapiric ascent. The role of supra-
crustal continental rocks in the generation of
calc-alkaline felsic liquids is viewed as purely
accidental; most of the elements that make up
calc-alkaline magmas here come from the
mantle, though they ultimately may have entered
tho mantle in the dipping lithospheric plate. The
role of crystal settling is largely conjectural, and
is usually not supported by direct observations of
accumulated crystalline phases.

In this paper, we focus on a different kind of
suite, one which typically occurs in areas of
crustal extension, and in which the appearance of
water may occur only towards the end of crystal-
lizalion history of mantle-derived basic liquids.
Such non-orogenic suites (Martin & Piwinskii
1972) may or may not be differentiated. If dif-
ferentiated, such as in central volcanic com'
plexes, the basic rocks typically follow an iron-
enrichment trend. and the felsic differentiates
are also iron-enrichedo magnesium-depleted.
Compositional intermediates between gabbro and
granite or syenite constitute but a minor volume
of the total complex in most cases. Indices of
hybridization can usually be found to account for
some of the iron- and titanium-enriched interme-
diates. We address ourselves here specifically to
the felsic members of differentiated non-oro-
genic complexes, in the hope of relating the ob-
served developrnent in time of textural and mine-
ralogical variants to the important topic of avail-
ability of water and magma genesis. In particular,
we wish to explain the common but unexpected
close association in a single igneous complex
of differentiates of hypersolvus and subsolvus
character.

HvrEnsorvus vs. SuBsorvus NoN-OnoGENrc
DIFFERENTIATES

The felsic differentiates of non-orogenic
suites are distincrly lime-poor and magnesium-
deficient (Martin & Piwinskii 7972; Bowden
1974). What calcium there is in the rock is
usually partitioned between hedenbergitic cli-
nopyroxene, amphibole, fluorite and feldspar.

THE ASSOCIATION HYPERSOLVUS GRANITE-SUTI'SOLVUS GRANITE
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Fto 1. Typical textuml development of alkali feld-
spars in a hypersolws Sanite from Corsica. Alkali
feldspars consist of coarsely perthitic microcline
(Bonin & Martin 1974b). The albite that borders
perthite grains may be largely of hydrothermal
origin. Other minerals include quartz, hastingsite,
and fayalite. Average grain size: 7 mm. McGill
petrology collection number IN8.

Because of this trait, ttre rocks can readily be
interpreted and classified in terms of features
in the systems NaAISLOTKAISLOTHIO and
NaAISLOs-KAISLOrSiO,-H,O. Whether or
not the solvus and the solidus were separated
by a temperature interval in which a single
feldspar was thermodynamically stable seems
to be the sentral iszue. Tutfle & Bowen (1958,
p. t29) first proposed this scheme of classifica-
tion for those nepheline syneites, syenites, and
granites whose compositions place them in or
near "peftogeny's residua system", the sys-
tem NaAlSiO4*KAlSiO4-SiO*

Tlttle & Bowen (1958) proposed two broad-
ly different categories of low-calciurn felsic plu-
tonic rocks; these are usually, but not necessari-
ly, non-orogenic in character. Hypersolvw
rocks are characterized by the absence of an al-
bitic plagioclase except as a component o[
perthite. Subsolvus rocks are characterized by
dissrete grains of K-feldspar and quartz. Figures
1 and 2, taken at the same magnification and
showing genetically related rocks, demonstrate
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well the characteristic contrast in texture and
grain size: subsolvus rocks are commonly finer
grained tlan related hypersolvus rocks. Inter-
mediates, called" tanssolvus by lenin (1972), are
recognized between the two extremes. They im-
ply an intemrption in crystallization history, to
be discussed in a later segtion.

A combination of experimental and field evi-
dence, to be reviewed herein, has suggested to
most users of this classification that hypersolvus
rocks are expected from relatively dry liquids in
near-surface envitonments, whereas subsolws
felsic plutonic rocks formed from wetter liquids
crystallizing at deeper crustal levels. Yet, gra-
nites of hypenolvus and subsolvus character are
commonly associated in the same non-orogenic
complex; specific examples follow.

Sslscrsp E)(AMPLES oF THE AssocIATIoN

The Cape Ann plutonic series, Massachusetts,
of late Ordovician age (Zartman & Marvin 1971)

Fra. 2. Typical textural development of alkali feld-
spars in a subsolvus granite from Corsica. Alkali
feldspars consist of non-perthitic microcline show-
ing excellent cross-hatch pattern, and albite as
discrete grains. Bulk composition of this biotite-
bearing graniG is very similar to that of rock in
Figure 1. Average grain $ize I mm. McGill petro-
logy collection number IN13.
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consists of comagmatic gabbro, syenite, and gra-
nite that define a bimodal distribution of basic
and felsic rock types characteristic of non-oro-
genic suites, Superb coastal exposures have led
to detailed descriptions of textural variants and
their mutual intrusive relationships. They have
also afforded valuable insight into the intricate
chain of events attending the cooling of a typical
non-orogenic plutonic suite. At Andrew's Point,
the predominant Cape Ann grey to yellowish
hypersolvus granite (Fig. 1) contains large rafts
of nordmarkitic granite (Warren & McKinstry
1924, Plate II), that locally had been cut by
basic dykes. The medium- to coarse-grained Cape
Ann granite and its compound inclusions ars cut
by fine-grained subsolvus granite (Fig. 2) and
associated pegmatites and aplites. Warren & Mc-
Kinstry (1924, p. 320) suggested that a facies of
this late fine-grained granite was itself cut by
basic dykes, now dismembered by movernent of
the partly solidified host rock. Bonin & Martin
(1974a) suggested tlat the basic dykes may have
locally remelted their host rocks upon emplace-
ment Both fine-grained host and broken-up por-
tions of the basic dykes are cut by a 1.5 m wide
coane hypersolvus granite (Warren & McKinstry
1924). That the emplacement of subsolvus gra-
nite is bracketed by two episodes of composi-
tionally equivalent hypersolvus granites suggests
that the two tnles of rnelts, one presumably
wetter than the other, crystallized at the same
depth during tle same intrusive cycle. The \rater-
enriched magma followed the dry magma, but
emplacement evidently occurred before com-
plete crystallization of the batch of relatively
dry granitic melt. The availability of an aqueous
fluid phase during the cooling of both subsolvus
and hypersolvus members of the Cape Ann plu-
tonic series led to serious disturbances in K-Ar
and Rb-Sr systems (Z,artman & Marvin 1971),
pluton-wide efficient ordering of alkali feldspars,
and localized fenitization in cataclastic zones (R.
F. Martin, inpress). Warren &McKinstry $924),
seem to have been aware of tle control on tex-
tural development that a variable like P(IIzO)
could have: "The (textural) difference must after
all be brougbt about by some rather slight dif-
ferences in physical conditions at the time of
crystallization".

A second saample is provided by occurrences
in Corsica. Plutonic rocks abound in Corsica,
but only recently has it become clear that not
all granitoid rocks there are related to the Varis-
can orogeny. Bonin (1972) noted the significance
of younger ring complexes of peralkaline and
subalkaline non-orogenic granites, dated as Fer-
ma-Triassic Q36*5 and 196:L14 m.y.; Bonin
et al. 1972). This group of'lounger granites" is

characterized by a common intrusive sequence
of (1) hypersolvus granite, then (2) subsolvus
granite, along with transsolvus intermediates.
These suites intrude the Hercynian basement and
cut genetically related volcanic edifices made of
rhyolites, ignimbrites, rare basalts and lahars.
The remains of these near-surface structures
occur either as typical calderas (e.g. Monte
Cinto, Scandola complexes) or as screens in ring
complexes (e.g, Cauro-Bastelica, Tana-Peloso
complexes). The intrusive sequence of hypersol-
vus granite followed by subsolvus granite has
been demonstrated in the Cauro-Bastelica com-
plex @onin L972) as well as in the Tana-Peloso
and Bavella-Sambucco complexes (Bonin 1973).
However, the sequence is locally incomplete:
only hypersolws granites occur in the Evisa and
Monte Cinto complexes (Quin 1969; Vellutini,
1973), whereas only subsolvus granites are found
in the Porto, Monte Peloso, and Ospedale com-
plexes @onin 1973; Vellutini 1975). The com-
mon association of these rocls with granophyres
in ring or radial dykes further demonstrates the
near-surface, essentially contemporaneous em-
placement of relatively dry and wet granitic
melts. The association of these ring dykes with
occurrences of graphic glanite, pegmatite and
aplite, and with minor albitization further sug-
gests the availability of water at the magmatic
and post-magmatic stages.

An X-ray diffraction study of alkali feldspars
in tle five major intrusive units of the Cauro-
Bastelica complex, including peralkaline and sub-
alkaline hypersolws granites, fine-grained sub-
solvus granites, and rhyolites @onin & Martin
1,974b) shows that all component feldspars have
recrystallized thoroughly in the presence of an
aqueous fluid phase. The very well-ordered na-
ture of the alkali feldspars still in coarse perthi-
tic intergrowth in hypersolws members of the
complex is an indication of a short-lived inter-
action with a hydrothermal fluid. We have pro-
posed as a source for this hydrothermal fluid the
crystallization of the late, wet granitic liquids
that yielded the subsolws granites. The water re-
leased during crystallaation also disturbed the
K-Ar systematics of biotite in the adjacent base-
ment rocks (Bonin et al. 1972).

Karner & Bertram (1972) also discussed the
intimate occurrence of hypersolvus and sub-
solvus granites in a preliminary study of granitic
rock types found in individual complexes in the
non-orogenic White Mountain series, New
Hampshire; these suites were emplaced during an
episode of Mesozoic rifting in North America
that appears to correlate with that active in Cor-
sica during emplacement of the suites just
described. Hypersolvus rocks are believed to
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represent the lower and marginal parts of magrna creases in response to increasing P(total). At a
reiervoirs, whereas subsolvus types are locited unique pressure, the tie-line linking a granitic
in central and upper portioni, where water- liquid witn its products of crystallization will
enriched, granitic tiquias snoUd accumulate in a touch the solvus, though not exactly at -its crest.
convecting fractioniting system. Karner & Ber- As contact occurs, a melt will coprecipitate two
tram's (1i72) model may be criticized for assum- feldspars, one sodic and the other potassic, and
i:rg that crystal fractionition and convection are the minimum in the gtanite system is. trans'
efiicient in such melts, but thein descriptions formed iato a eutectic. The resultant igneous
emphasize the common occurrence of cogenetic rock would clearly be subsolvus if formed at a
hyfersolvus and subsolvus granites. 

- 
P(tInO) of 5 kbars from a melt of either syenitic
or granitic bulk composition (Fig. 4).

Given that P(II:O) - P(total), one important
question concerns the water pressure at which
a change occurs from hypersolvus to subsolvus-
tlpe crystallb,ation from the melt. Tuttle &
Bowen (1958, Fig. 38) suggest that this change
occurs between 3 kbar, where the granite system
appears to have a minimum, and 4 kbar, where
it features a true eutectic point. Recent data on
the configuration of the alkali feldspar solvus
allow calculation of the critical feldspar curve'
as projected on a P-T diagram (Luth ef al, 1973).
The intersection of the straight line, T' ("C) =
626.4+0.0183 (P bars), with the "wet" solidus in
the granite system (Fig. 5) provides one means
of estirnating the water pressure at which this
change occurs. A maximum P(H'O) of 2.5 kbar
is proposed; granitic liquids will not yield a hy-
persolvus mineralogy at water pressures above
2.5 \<bar, according to Figure 5. This limit could
be lowered if the wet granite "solidus" moves to
the left for reasons of disequilibrium mentioned
above. For "wef' syenitic liquids, the analogous
cross-over in Figure 5 would be expected to
occur approximately 2 kbar higher than for
granitic liquids.

1Iq tho presenc€ of a (Na,K)Cl-bearing aqueous
fluid, J. T. Iiyama (pers. comm. 1975) has found
that the minimnm is shif0ed down-temperature, per-
haps by as much as 50oC. As chlorine partitions
very strongly into the flui{ this lowering of the so-
Iidus probably reflects a closer approach to equili-
briunr than in previous experimentlrl studies done
with distilled water.

Corvrrr-rcerrNc Fectons

Important variables complicate the direct ap-
plication of this simple modal classification as
it stands. The first is the likelihood that the
condition P(HzO)<P(total) applied to many pri-
mitive non-orogenic felsic liquids as they reach
the surface. It is considered likely that a hyper-
solvus mineralogy (Fig. 3) can form at total pres-
sures well above 2.5 kbar if P(IIrO) is main-
tained at a low value. The striking increase in
solidus temperature as P(HzO) decreases ensures
that a broad temperature interval would separate
the solidus from the solvus even at P(total)>z.s
kbar is P(H,OXP(total). Relatively dry granitic
liquids will evidently give hypersolvus products
at high pressures.

A second important variable is calsium con-
tent of the feldspar assemblage. As fully recog-
nized by Tuttle & Bowen (1958, Fig. 64, p. l3t),
the addition of tle component CaAlaSizOa to the

EXPERTMENTAL BAsIs oF TrrE CLAssrFrcATroN

Considering first the case of P(IIrO)=P(total),
data on the relevant systems indicate that only
at low confining pressures are the solidus and
the crestal region of the solvus separated by a
field of stability of one alkali feldspar. Figure 3
shows the configuration of the solvus and soli-
dus in the system NaAlSirOe-KAlSisOa-HrO at
P(tluO)=p,(1qtal)-1,.25 kbars. The solvus is that
obtained with peralkaline starting materials, so
selected to speed up the attainment of equili-
brium. The resultant solvus in Figure 3 ap-
proaches the equilibrium solvus more closely
than when stoichio,metric or peraluminous mixes
are used (Luth er al. 1973; Martin 1974). Syeni
tic liquids that would plot in Figure 3 would thus
be expected to precipitate one feldspar, sanidine,
which would remain within its stability fietd for
at least 200oC1. Only upon intersection with thc
solvus would exsolution occur and the perthitic
texture develop. Note that granitic liquids at the
same pressure would persist to at least 710"C,
the minimum in the quarternary system NaAl-
SLOTKAISLOTSiOTH,O (dashed horizontal
line in Fig. 3). At this minimum, a single feldspar
would coexist isothermally with quartz and an
aqueous fluid; however, the temperature inter-
val over which one sanidine is stable is reduced
to 60"C at this low presslue. This interval may
be reduced even further if the effects of super-
cooling needed for effective crystal growth are
taken into account and if equilibrium had not
been attained in determinations of the o'wet"

solidus in the pertinent systems.
The effect of increasing P(HzO) is to lower

the granite solidus (Luth el al. I964);Lath et al.
(1973) showed that the crest of the solvus in-
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cri t icol olkol i  feldspor curve
(high-temperoiure polyboric dolo

of Lulh ef ol.  1973)

'wet' solidus, gronife syslem
(Lufh el ol.  1964)

4

P (HzO)

( k bor)

2

lystem NaAlSigOrKAlSLOs-IIeO causes the gap
between solvus and solidus at low water pres-
sures to naxrow and eventuallv to close. Here.
tle response is more profound in the solvus than
in the solidus, though both are increased in
temperature by the addition of CaAlgSisOa to the
system. On the basis of two subliquidus experi-
ments, James & Hamilton ,(1969't suggest that at
P(HrO)=1 kbar, granitic liquids containing 3
wt. % normative An do precipitate 2 separate
feldspars. If correct, their suggestion would rele-
gate hypersolvus granites containing 3 wt. /o
anorthite to total and water pressures of less than
I kbar, again if P(ILO)=P(total). The early co-
precipitation of two feldspars from a batch of
relatively calcic magma may give wan however,
to end-stage precipitation in the rock of sanidine
as overgrowths on both the plagioclase and K-
feldspar (futtle & Bowen 1958, p. 134). This
might be an indication of crystallization at low
P(HrO) that would want to be confirmed in

600 7OO 
r (.c) 9OO IOOO

Fro. 5. Relationship between tbe critical alkali feldspar curve (the maximum
on the solvus) and the water-saturated granite minimum or eutectic, as
projected onto a P(HrO) - P(totat) vs 7 plot.

1trs mineralogy of associated low-Ca granites and
syenites.

The extent to which the calcium present in a
melt partitions into the feldspar depends on the
availability of HzO, F, P, and Ti. Fluorine is
usually enriched in differentiates of non-oroge-
nic suites, and may appear as fluorite or as an
important substituent for hydroxyl in amphi-
boles and micas. The amphibole will also contain
some of the available calcium. Elements like
fluorine, phosphorus (Wyllie & Tuttle 196I;
1964) and boron (Chorlton 1973) are also im-
portant in lowering the solidus, i.e., lowering
further the threshold confining pressure at which
a primary subsolvus mineralogy will form.

Finally, the user must be aware of possibili-
ties of a metamorphic or metasomatic overprint
on the igneous rock. As a hypersolvus igneous
rock cools, perthitis exsolution, short-range mi-
gration of the albitic component beyond the
borders of the original grain, and Si-Al ordering



are attemllts to re-establish equilibrium. An
aqueous fluid will probably be required for any
migration or Si-Al ordering. Theoretically, a
subsolvus mineralogy involving fully ordered al-
bite and microcline can originate by such thor-
ough subsolidus recrystallization, as proposed by
Tuttle & Bowen (1958). In practice, these cases
may be rare, as transitional assemblages have
not been documented. A subsolvus minssalegy
could also be expected when albite and K-
feldspar precipitate directly from an aqueous
fluid at relatively low temperatures. In a similar
way, at higher temperatures, an aqueous fluid
could precipitate a single, calcium-poor feldspar
that subsequently intersects the solvus; such phe-
nomena occur in metasomatic osyenites' as de-
scribed by Denaeyer (1959); they occur mainly
in aureoles of fenitization about alkaline and
carbonatitic bodies. Despite these complications,
most subsolvus rocks associated with hypersol-
vus granites and syenites, the association that
we are trying to explain here, occur in dykes or
small plutons intrusive into earlier members of
the plutonic series; thus they represent products
of crystallization of melts rather than of hot
aqueous fluids.

A Moopr ro ExpLArN rnn AssocrerroN

From our previous discussion, hypersolvus
granites and syenites should be confined to the
epizone (Buddington 1959), there to merge with
subvolcanic members of the same complex. This
is the association stressed by Tuttle et al. (1964),
who suggested that, in contrast, most subsolvus
granites and associated pegmatites "are regarded
as products of more volatile-rich magmas crystal-
lizing at lower temperatures under deep-seated
conditions.'o The two groups of rocks thus should
not be associated in the same igneous complex.
Yet the close association of hypersolvus and sub-
solws granites is common in many non-orogenic
complexes; selected examples have been re-
viewed above.

The association of hypersolvus and subsolvus
€fanites in non-orogenic complexes can best be
explained by proposing that the hot, relatively
dry, fluorine-bearing differentiates of gabbroic
melts are remelted locally due to the influx of
water, possibly of meteoric origin. The cooling
parental gabbroic rocks tlat accompany the
granitic liquids are viewed as the efficient heat
engine that will set in motion ground-water and
magmatic water in convection patterns through
supracrustal host rocks into the hot intrusive
body. As diffusion of water through granitic
liquids is very sluggish (Shaw 1974), we pref,er
to 

'rrink 
of refusion, probably complete, of the
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hot crystalline hlryersolws differentiates in the
presence of a free fluid phase that migrated in
along grain boundaries. Refusion must go on at
a sufficiently high value of P(IIzO) and P(total)
that ttre resultant minsplegy will be subsolvus.
The proposed sequence of events is possible
without reheating because the temperature of
the "wet" liquidus sould well be less than that
of the '.dry" sotdus. 

'Whereas 
the primary hy-

persolvus differentiates ssmmonlj are peralka-
line, liquids obtained by melting these rocks in
the presence of water are likely to be subalka-
line; their products of crystallization will be sub-
alkaline and subsolvus.

The crystallaation of hypersolvus rocks in
several complexes appears to be followed with-
out transitional rock types by subsolvus granites;
influx of meteoric water can explain this abrupt
change. The relatively rare intermediates here
called 'otranssolvus" contain perthite in a sub-
solvus matrix. They can be attributed to cases
of incomplete fusion of hypersolvus parent ma-
terial. If water content of the granitic liquid
were to build up more gradualln as by crystalliz-
ation and separation of anhydrous minerals ftom
the original gganitic liquid, a gradational transi-
tion from hypersolvus to subsolvus products
would be expected. Such a gradation is not found.

Of course, the proposed influx of an aqueous
fluid may occur at a temperature too low for
refusion of the differentiates. In this case, the
hypersolvus rocks will show clear signs that a
hydrothermal fluid has entered the system. These
lower-temperature effects include ordering of
feldspars, slight but pervasive alteration leading
to turbidity in the feldspars and degradation in
the mafic minerals, and disturbances in hydro-
gen, oxygen, strontium, and lead isotopic sys-
tems (Iaylor & Forester t97L;Taylor 1974).T\e
incipient development of these features in most
hypersolws granites and syenites points to com-
mon influx of water into the system once crystal-
lization is complete. The subsolvus granites them-
selves give evidence of crystallization from
hydrous melts. In addition to the occurrence of
pegmatites, missing in hypersolvus granites,
Lameyre (1973) has recognized kaolinization,
greisen formation, and muscovittzalion as tell-
tale signs of the availability of water upon crys-
tall:r;ation of subsolvus granites from the Massif
Central, France. The K-feldspar of subsolvus
granites is microcline, which is evidence of the
availability of \rater at the temperature of the
monoclinic-triclinic inversion. In contrast, the
K-feldspar in hlpersolvus granites and syenites
is generally less well ordered, unless interaction
with aqueous fluids has persisted below the mo-
noclinic-triclinic inversion.

THE ASSOCIATION IIYPBRSOLVUS GRANITE-SUBSOLVUS GRANITE
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Occurrences in Western Africa provide exam-
ples in which influx of water occurred mainly at
subsolidus temperatures. In the Air, Faabritss &
Rocci (1965) have described a type of late-
stage interstitial crystallization of quartz, albite
and microcline. In the Jos Plateau, Nigeria, most
non-orogenic granites are truly hypersolvus.
ffowever, the albite-riebeckite and albite-biotite
granites there are not true subsolvus gra.nites, as
the albite is secondary, related to rare-earth and
tin mineralization and greisen formation. The
extensive hydrothermal alteration phenomena
encountered in tlese subvolcanic and epizonal
plutonic complexes, and the absence of late sub-
solvus granites and accompanying pegmatitic
complexes, suggest that fluids had definitely be-
come available after crystallization of the hyper-
solvus granites, but possibly at too low a tem-
perature to effest significant or widespread re-
melting. The resulting metasomatic effects have
considerable economic importance, as they may
lead to economically important enrichment of
elements like Sn, W, Mo, Be, rare earths, and
fluorine. It is interesting to speculate whether
hypersolvus granite-hydrothermal fluid inter-
action would be as extensive if a local melting
event had occurred, providing an efficient means
of removing water from the system.

CoNcrusroNs

The availability of water controls directly the
textural development of low-calcium granite and
syenitic rocks. Where water becomes available
at relatively high temperatures, and at pressures
perhaps even below the 2.5 kbar limiting valuc
for granitic systems, somplete refusion of early-
formed, commonly peralkaline, relatively dry
hypersolvus granites can be expected during
their cooling history. The ubiquitous distribution
of meteoric water at shallow crustal depths and
well-documented cases of plutonic 16qft-6sfse-
ric water interastion by oxygen isotope geochem-
istry suggest this source of water. Furthermore,
transfer of water is most efficient once a plu-
tonic rock has crystallized, but unrealistically
slow if diffusion is involved at the magmatic
stage. This refusion does not imply a second
thermal event. It would appear to provide a tem-
porary sink for water, which is later released
upon crystallization of the resulting subsolvus
granites. Where influx of relatively cool fluid
occurs, or where the heat engine is smaller or
more remote, temperatures may be too low to
allow refusion to occur. Ilowever, the resultant
metasomatic changes are likely to lead to econo-
mically important enrichment of incompatible
elements in part brought in from the host rocks

by the fluid phase. The association hypenolvus
granite-subsolws granite (or syenitic equivalents)
is a common one in differentiated non-orogenic
intrusive complexes; it provides an excellent ex-
ample of the critical role of water in genesis of
non-orogenic felsic derivative magmas and as-
sociated alteration phenomena.
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